ABSTRACT: A sensitive search for anomalous LSND-like ν µ to ν e oscillations has been performed by the ICARUS Collaboration exposing the T600 LAr-TPC to the CERN to Gran Sasso (CNGS) neutrino beam. The result is compatible with the absence of additional anomalous contributions giving a limit to oscillation probability of 3.4×10 -3 and 7.6×10 -3 at 90% and 99% confidence levels respectively showing a tension between these new limits and the low-energy event excess (200 < E ν QE < 475 MeV) reported by MiniBooNE Collaboration. A more detailed comparison of the ICARUS data with the MiniBooNE low-energy excess has been performed, including the energy resolution as obtained from the official MiniBooNE data release. As a result the previously reported tension is confirmed at 90% C.L., suggesting an unexplained nature or an otherwise instrumental effect for the MiniBooNE low energy event excess.
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Introduction
The ICARUS Collaboration performed a sensitive search for anomalous LSND like ν µ to ν e oscillations with the T600 LAr-TPC exposed to CERN to Gran Sasso (CNGS) neutrino beam [1] . The analysis was based on a collected sample of 1995 neutrino interactions, which corresponds to a 6×10 19 proton on target statistics. Four clear ν e events have been visually identified over the full sample, compared with an expectation of 6.4 ± 0.9 events from conventional sources. The result is compatible with the absence of additional anomalous contributions giving a limit to oscillation probability of 3.4×10 -3 and 7.6×10 -3 at 90% and 99%
confidence levels respectively. The MiniBooNE Collaboration observed a new effect in the energy region 200 < E ν QE < 475 MeV -below the sensitive E/L region of LSND -and a significant additional anomaly has been reported [2] both for neutrino and antineutrino data. Tension between the limit sin 2 (2θ new ) < 6.8×10 -3 at 90% CL and < 1.52×10 -2 at 99% CL of the ICARUS experiment and the neutrino lowest energy points of MiniBooNE (200 < E ν QE < 475 MeV), was observed suggesting an instrumental or otherwise unexplained nature of the low energy signal reported by Ref. [2] . A similar search performed at the same CNGS beam by the OPERA experiment confirmed ICARUS result and the absence of anomalous oscillations with an independent limit sin 2 (2θ new ) < 7.2×10 -3 [3] .
The ICARUS analysis method [1] adopted for the comparison with the MiniBooNE results was strongly criticized by MiniBooNE Collaboration in a recent paper [4] . An updated and revised comparison between the ICARUS limit and the MiniBooNE neutrino data, based on the MiniBooNE official data release [5] , is presented, with a particular emphasis on the low energy event excess as recorded by MiniBooNE.
Addressing the MiniBooNE event excess.
As clearly stated in Ref. [1] , the ICARUS analysis started from figure 2 bottom of Ref. [2] where the ν e CCQE event excess observed by MiniBooNE is shown together with its estimated error in bins of reconstructed neutrino energy E ν QE . In the same figure the expected event excess ν e_osc (sin 2 (2θ), Δm 2 ) for a two-neutrino oscillation interpretation for a set of oscillation parameters (sin 2 (2θ), Δm 2 ) is also shown. The excess of ν e CCQE events in each bin of E ν QE in the case of full oscillation probability was obtained in [1] by dividing the event excess Δν e by the oscillation probability for sin 2 (2θ) = 0.2, Δm 2 = 0.1eV 2 computed at the center of each energy bin. Finally the oscillation probability and its corresponding error shown in [1] (and reproduced in Figure 1 ) were obtained as the ratio between the observed excess Δν e of ν e CCQE events and the corresponding expected excess of ν e CCQE in case of full oscillation ν e _ osc (P osc =1) as a function of E ν /L, where E ν is the neutrino energy and L is the neutrino propagation distance. The ICARUS analysis was implicitly assuming that: a) no systematic difference is present between the true neutrino energy (E TRUE ) and E ν QE and b) the bin size is scaled to the energy resolution so that no severe smearing between different energy bins is present. Under such hypotheses the ICARUS treatment would provide correct results. However some objections to this procedure have been raised by a recent paper by the MiniBooNE Collaboration [4] . The key point is the large difference in MiniBooNE data between the true neutrino energy (E TRUE ) and the corresponding energy (E ν QE ) reconstructed with "the measured energy and angle of the outgoing muon or electron assuming chargedcurrent quasi-elastic (CCQE) kinematics for the event" [2] . It appears that the reconstructed energy is affected by a huge non-Gaussian smearing compared with the true neutrino energy, as clearly stated in [4] (see Figure 2 ), in contrast with the much better 11% resolution on ν e event energy quoted in a previous paper [6] . This difference between E TRUE and E ν QE , for which MiniBooNE gave a quite elliptical explanation 1 , is the major cause of the problem in using the assuming that all muon neutrino are oscillated to ν e .
The difference between E TRUE and E ν QE can be better evaluated from the MiniBooNE data release [5] , studying the spectrum of the true neutrino energy contributing to the individual E ν QE bins. Figure 3 shows the distributions of E TRUE for the first four E ν QE bins determined assuming that all muon neutrino are oscillated to ν e ("fully oscillated sample"). It is evident that E ν QE is systematically different from E TRUE . Moreover each reconstructed energy bin only marginally overlaps with the corresponding E TRUE bin and gets contributions from many different neutrino energy bins, resulting in a large smearing which can be quantified by the rms width of each experimental point in L/E TRUE , (see Table I ) 2 . The corresponding error bars on L/E TRUE are shown in Figure 4 as obtained starting from paper [4] . The individual measurements are 1 Both the bias and the long tail are attributed to the same reason: "there can be a sizable shift in the mean due to the contamination of single pion events (CC1π ) in the CCQE sample due to pion absorption in the nucleus"...and... " Also, there is a second band of events with E TRUE higher than Eν QE by about 300 MeV, which corresponds to CC1π events with an absorbed pion" [4] . 2 This information is not present in the tables I and II in [1] and can be extracted from the data release [5] for the "fully oscillated sample", including a ~2.4% contribution from the fluctuations of the decay length.
completely interlaced with one another, as already shown in Figure 3 . The chosen energy binning is much finer than the MiniBooNE experimental energy resolution as present in the official data release [5] . According to the MiniBooNE paper [4] , even after correcting for the substantial bias in E, the size of the smearing in the energy reconstruction makes it very difficult to represent the event excess as a function of L/E in an unambiguous way, or at least in an experiment independent way. Moreover establishing the most appropriate L/E value representing each experimental point is not straightforward, since it depends on the oscillation parameters (see f.i. table III and IV in Ref. [4] ). The solution proposed by MiniBooNE in paper [4] to compare experimental data with theoretical oscillation probabilities requires:
E bin
• replacing the biased reconstructed energy with the expected average value of the true neutrino energy (under the hypothesis of full oscillation of the muon neutrinos); • comparing the observed P osc (defined as the observed event excess in each bin divided by the fully oscillated sample) with a smeared oscillation probability, to take into account the experimental effects in the energy reconstruction. According to this approach, the smearing of the theoretical oscillation probability is determined by the experimental resolution but depends also on the oscillation parameters themselves, in particular the Δm 2 value, as shown in Figure 5 . As a remark, the confusion between reconstructed energy and true energy in computing the oscillation probability is implicitly present also in an L/E plot of MiniBooNE paper [7] (Figure  6 ) where the LSND results are compared with the MiniBooNE data points. Here P osc is computed using the reconstructed energy E ν QE and not the neutrino energy. To remove the reconstructed energy bias, the MiniBooNE experimental points should be not negligibly moved to smaller L/E ν . The description of this figure in paper [7] is formally correct. Nevertheless, given the arguments of the last MiniBooNE paper [4] itself, it seems that this picture is conveying a misleading message:
• it legitimates a direct comparison of LSND results, for which the smearing is small and fairly Gaussian [4] , with MiniBooNE for which the smearing is quite substantial and not Gaussian; • it is comparing both LSND and MiniBooNE to the same theoretical predictions;
• it is using (for MiniBooNE) L/E ν QE which is shown in Ref. [4] to be strongly biased with respect to the actual L/Eν value and poses strong difficulties in performing L/E comparisons. According to the considerations of Ref. [4] , for the sake of clarity and to avoid ambiguities, the MiniBooNE and LSND data should not be compared in the same figure.
As a second remark the MiniBooNE event excesses for both neutrino and antineutrinomodes in tables I and II in paper [4] have associated errors (which include both statistical and systematic uncertainties) which differ from the ones reported in Ref. [2] and somehow closer to the errors in 2012 arXiv paper [7] , which was not published on a journal. The three sets of data are reported in Figure 7 , illustrating the unexplained error variation from paper to paper and raising the relevant question of which errors should be used for the comparisons. Pending a clarification on this point, the present paper sticks to the last published results in Ref. [2] . 
Updating the ICARUS MiniBooNE comparison.
As a consequence of the large difference between E TRUE and E ν QE in MiniBooNE data quoted in Ref. [4] , the interpretation of the MiniBooNE event excess in terms of oscillation probability as a function of L/E is troublesome, ambiguous and changing with the Δm 2 scale.
The theoretical oscillation probability
is also affected in a complex way by the experimental smearing (as discussed in Ref. [4] ) and cannot be simply superimposed on the experimental points in an L/E plot. To account for all these experimental effects, a viable alternative to the MiniBooNE procedure in Ref. [4] consists in binning both the data and the expected oscillation probability (using the same bins as the MiniBooNE analysis) and exploiting the MiniBooNE data release [5] . This allows reproducing the expected event excess in a two-neutrino oscillation scheme for any pair of oscillation parameters (Δm 2 , sin 2 (2θ)). As a consequence both the experimental "oscillation" signal P osc defined in each bin as: coherently treating on the same footing both data and MC predictions. It fully accounts for the expected MiniBooNE detector response and for the binning chosen in the data representation.
As already discussed, the LSND data cannot be accommodated in the same plot.
The result of such a treatment is shown in Figure 8 . Within this new calculation framework the tension between the negative result of ICARUS experiment and the neutrino lowest energy points of MiniBooNE (200 < E ν QE < 475 MeV) is still observed for the 90% CL ICARUS limit, but is no more present for the 99% CL limit on sin 2 (2θ new ). This new analysis is therefore confirming the suggestion, as already presented in Ref. [1] , for an instrumental or otherwise unexplained nature of the low energy signal reported by MiniBooNE Collaboration in Ref. [2] . 
